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<Cadey> Hello! Thank you for visiting my website. You seem to be using an ad-blocker. I understand why

you do this, but I'd really appreciate if it you would turn it off for my website. These ads help pay

for running the website and are done by Ethical Ads. I do not receive detailed analytics on the ads and

from what I understand neither does Ethical Ads. If you don't want to disable your ad blocker, please

consider donating on Patreon or sending some extra cash to `xeiaso.eth` or

`0xeA223Ca8968Ca59e0Bc79Ba331c2F6f636A3fB82`. It helps fund the website's hosting bills and pay for the

expensive technical editor that I use for my longer articles. Thanks and be well!

Read time in minutes: 9

Image generated by Waifu Diffusion v1.3 (float16) -- light blue bird, sunset, crying, landscape, anime style,

space needle, clouds, sun, genshin impact, teyvat, breath of the wild, hyrule

I have been watching in horror as Elon Musk seems to be doing his best to destroy Twitter as fast as he can. This

has been really hard to watch, but at the same time I can't help but watch the trainwreck unfold. The biggest

thing that this all has been making me think about is the fact that Twitter has been one of my main ways that I

use the Internet for so long. My phone tells me that I've had the Twitter app open for an absolutely depressing

amount of time. I would be willing to argue that I have been *addicted* to Twitter. Twitter was consuming a large

part of my life.

I've been aware of how bad it was getting. This has been made slightly worse by the fact that a large part of my

job involves stalking Twitter, but in general it was starting to be a problem. At some level, I am relieved that

Elon Musk is destroying Twitter. At another, I am horrified that one of the main ways that I communicate on the

Internet is being destroyed.

This feels like it's freenode all over again. Same story, different threat actor. The main difference is that

there is no one libera.chat to take over and save us this time. Twitter is too big for one community to absorb

*that many* people. It can feel like there is going to be a massive diaspora of former communities into god knows

where. It feels like you will become an anonymous voice in an infinite crowd, never to be heard from again.

However, I think there is a way that we all can get off of Twitter and *still retain some of the communities we

will lose*. I think that we all need to take the Fediverse more seriously. The main gimmick of the Fediverse is

that there's no longer one platform, one provider, one service. Instead there are a constellation of independent

platforms that communicate with eachother. If you create an account on vt.social, you can follow me on

pony.social. You can also follow people on other websites that participate in the Fediverse. There's even a whole

YouTube clone called PeerTube that can federate out to other websites. Follow a PeerTube user from your Mastodon

server and then you can reply to the video and *those replies show up as comments on that video*. No more siloes,

no more having to create an account everywhere to do basic interaction. You just follow and reply to people on

other platforms like they were on the same website as you are.

Goodbye Twitter, Hello Fediverse!
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One of the biggest complaints I've heard about the Fediverse is that they get analysis paralysis from having to

*choose* a server to start out with. This is most common with people that aren't used to the fact that this is

how the old internet started out. There weren't big siloes. You had to choose where to hang out. However, just

pick something at random. You can move your account later if you want to. It is not hard to do. Trust me.

Ricardus @Ricardus
M11 11 2022 01:47 (UTC)

I wish people would just fucking say this out loud:

INSTANCE CHOICE IS LARGELY IRRELEVANT. EVEN IF YOU DID FIND AN

INSTANCE OF (INSERT YOUR HOBBY/INTEREST HERE) IT'S NOT LIKE YOU GET

TOGETHER AND PARTY ON WEEKENDS.

Just avoid toxic instances where you find the kind of people like we

beat in WW2. Just hang out and have fun.

SDF is a great instance with a wide variety of users.

Once you have chosen an instance your experience will basically be

EXACTLY like twitter from an end-user perspective.

Link

For a while I was running a crossposter between my Fediverse profile and Twitter. I have turned that off. The

only things that I am going to use Twitter for in the future are the automated posts for this blog and whatever

else I need to do for work. It has been really hard to build up the courage to torch an almost 6-thousand person

following on Twitter, but I feel that this will be better for everyone involved.

<Cadey> Being able to have 2048 characters per post is also helping me recover from the koan-like

shitposting style that Twitter forced me to adopt. 280 characters is *just not enough space* for

nuance. 2048 characters allows me to use *sentences* and *paragraphs*. It is such a lovely feeling.

Even the Mastodon default of 500 characters leaves so much more room for nuance.

On the Fediverse there is a tradition we lovingly call #FollowFriday. Every friday people will make a message

with the hashtag `#FollowFriday` and list out a bunch of people that they think are worth following. Some people

will name why they should be followed and I did miss my `#FollowFriday` this week because I was on a train with

absolutely terrible WiFi so I'm going to list out people I think are worth following here:

@xe@vt.social is my Lojbanist vtubing alt. I'm working on being more comfortable with being *wrong* in front of

people as a part of getting better at public speaking and healing from my past. If you choose to follow this

account, please keep in mind that I am *committed to the bit* and I will be posting *entirely* in Lojban.

la .zi. :verified_purple:  @xe
M11 08 2022 13:04 (UTC)

coi! 👋 le tarci (☀ ) cu galtu (⬆ ) ^^

Link

@cwebber@octodon.social is one of the co-authors of the ActivityPub specification. She has done incredible work

in making the Fediverse shine and I suggest following to see what she has cooked up next.

@ghuntley@ghuntley.com is one of the most amusing people I know. Don't be fooled by the fact that his profile

picture is a Bored Ape NFT. He's actually quite vocally anti-NFT and cryptocurrency in general. He has that Bored

Ape because he randomly got a *pirated ape* shoved into his Ethereum wallet and now uses it out of pure irony.

Geoffrey Huntley :vim: :nixos: @ghuntley
M11 12 2022 05:26 (UTC)

If you want to #selfhost a #mastodon server on #nixos heres how you

do it / here is my config

https://gist.github.com/ghuntley/9369011a979ce2422d9851e38e784895

Link

@LunaFoxgirlVT@vt.social is the creator of Inochi2D, an open-source vtubing application for Windows, macOS, and

Linux. Luna is a passionate game developer and someone that I personally sponsor on GitHub. I don't even use
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Inochi2D *yet*, but I support her mission of making vtubing free and easy to use for the masses. Give her a

follow!

@Lyude@queer.party is someone I have been friends with for almost a decade. Lyude is the person I go to when I

have issues with X and Wayland. Lyude is also a fearless rustacean and someone that I would love to work with

some day. If only we worked on things that were remotely related to eachother.

@Gankra@toot.cat is one of the most powerful rustaceans I know. Gankra fearlessly helps make Rust easier to use

and is adept at posting. Here's an example of a Gankra post:

Gankra @Gankra
M11 10 2022 16:22 (UTC)

tired: documenting that a function has weird behaviour

wired: documenting that a function shouldn't be used because it

won't do what you want

inspired: making most of the documentation for a function a detailed

treatise on how to use *other* APIs to do the thing you really want

Link

@cult@pony.social is the person that runs the Mastodon server that I post on. He's worth following because he has

a true understanding of irony and humor that you can only really get from a sarcastic German.

Share on Mastodon

This article was posted on M11 12 2022. Facts and circumstances may have changed since publication Please contact

me before jumping to conclusions if something seems wrong or unclear.

Series: twitter
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The art for Mara was drawn by Selicre.

The art for Cadey was drawn by ArtZorea Studios.

Like what you see? Donate on Patreon like these awesome people!

Looking for someone for your team? Take a look here.

<p><span class="h-card"><a href="https://queer.party/@Lyude" class="u-url mention" rel="nofollow noopener

noreferrer" target="_blank">@<span>Lyude</span></a></span> <span class="h-card"><a

href="https://pony.social/@cadey" class="u-url mention" rel="nofollow noopener noreferrer"

target="_blank">@<span>cadey</span></a></span> yeah, I also was totally surprised you know each other 😂</p>

-

<p><span class="h-card"><a href="https://pony.social/@cadey" class="u-url mention" rel="nofollow noopener

noreferrer" target="_blank">@<span>cadey</span></a></span> I know you have been here for a while but I'm glad

you are here nonetheless :D</p>

-

<p><span class="h-card"><a href="https://pony.social/@cadey" class="u-url mention" rel="nofollow noopener

noreferrer" target="_blank">@<span>cadey</span></a></span> yay! i'm excited for your scary step. We're all

here to support you and cheer you on, as always.</p>

-

<p><span class="h-card"><a href="https://pony.social/@cadey" class="u-url mention" rel="nofollow noopener

noreferrer" target="_blank">@<span>cadey</span></a></span> yes <span class="h-card"><a

href="https://queer.party/@Lyude" class="u-url mention" rel="nofollow noopener noreferrer"

target="_blank">@<span>Lyude</span></a></span> is cool!</p>

-

<p><span class="h-card"><a href="https://chaos.social/@karolherbst" class="u-url mention" rel="nofollow

noopener noreferrer" target="_blank">@<span>karolherbst</span></a></span> <span class="h-card"><a

href="https://pony.social/@cadey" class="u-url mention" rel="nofollow noopener noreferrer"

target="_blank">@<span>cadey</span></a></span> it's wild you two follow each other because I've actually known

cadey for over 10 years!</p>

-

<p><span class="h-card"><a href="https://chaos.social/@karolherbst" class="u-url

mention">@<span>karolherbst</span></a></span> <span class="h-card"><a href="https://queer.party/@Lyude"

class="u-url mention">@<span>Lyude</span></a></span> it's all because of personal small horses</p>

-

<p><span class="h-card"><a href="https://pony.social/@cadey" class="u-url mention" rel="nofollow noopener

noreferrer" target="_blank">@<span>cadey</span></a></span> yay!</p>

-

Goodbye Twitter, Hello Fediverse! xeiaso.net/blog/rip-twitt… #twitter #fediverse #rant-

Goodbye Twitter, Hello Fediverse! xeiaso.net/blog/rip-twitt… #twitter #fediverse #rant-

<p>Part 2 coming tomorrow</p>-
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